"A Little Child Shall Lead Them"

WISE MEN WATCH THE NIGHT
Oh, sons of Peace and Truth and Love,
Feel the Cosmic Joy Above,
To your sweet release from care
That His love ye all may share.
Mortgaged loads to shed tonight
While ye pray for Cosmic sight.
Peace to find and quiet mild
As ye pray to see The Child.
Wise Men watching silent night,
Praying, saw His Holy Light.
Pray ye deep and long and bold
For all souls to HIM behold.
Earthly habits please release
That His advent bring World Peace.
Light of Love, Oh, Child of God,
Please, this earth plane now to trod.
Wisdom great and love He gives
As He comes to earth and lives.
Peace and Love in hearts united,
Opens ways to make things righted.

THE CHOSEN
The godly man of BEING mold
Has rights ye're 'fore attained.
His might should strong in Spirit hold,
Until his privilege gained.

A man of might and power of God,
Our Leader strong will be,
Within a Little Child to trod
An earth now doomed to SEE.

For those will wonder what it is
We say, we've wondered too,
Until the answer came from His,
Who pledged help earth renew.

Amen is not enough be said,
To clear the foggy veil
O'er minds of those called "dead,"
Where evils still prevai.

Of harried hearts no more shall be,
Nor heavy laden shoulder,
All souls should pray to SEE
The Little Child re-molder.

A "King of Kings" and might is HE,
With right to living splendor
Whom earthlings pray to "SEE,"
Of Love so kind and tender.

Divine in Wisdom as in Power
His faithful now to choose,
Buds blooming to the flower,
Most none of these He lose.

Footnote: Not only are there Cosmic wonders in the skies
when Wise Men of Interdenominational Divine
Order pray for His return, but the "still small voice
of Spirit" delivers messages in poetry and other
ways through those whose Divine Attunement makes
it possible. The above was received when Wise Men
made a long pilgrimage to one of the marked centers
of greater Cosmic Interest to offer special prayers
for His coming.

Footnote: Many born with extra-sensory perception
which makes it possible, are "hearing" the "still small
voice" and responding to the CALL which in time will
“A LITTLE CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM”

All who desire a lasting world peace and believe in the coming of Christ for that purpose should give some consideration to the idea of Interdenominational Divine Order who are now proclaiming His Coming as “A Little Child to Lead Them,” as given in Is. 11:6. Interdenominational research files now contain sufficient proof that He came in this manner many times to grow up as a Leader of “sheep I have of other pastures ye know not of,” and the plan for this Age is the same.

Interdenominational research is carried out undenominationally to awaken God’s own cults and creeds to the great need for finding facts only broad investigation with an open mind can reveal. “I DO” conduct a very important research with a tremendously broad scope, starting with records from the time of Adam, the first man in God’s likeness, or the first human being who was capable of representing God on earth. His spiritual side belonged to God even though the earthly part stopped to materiality because of the negation of Earth, sometimes symbolized by Eve. When Eve was taken from the side of Adam, as the story goes, it signifies the separation of the soul, the evil being taken from the better part. The ribs of man seem to symbolize other members of the family of older souls known as Angelic, since one of them was Lucifer, this evil rib had to be taken from Adam’s side. The “Eve-II” rib represented one of the “three heads,” or more developed souls, “into which the Most Holy Ancient One divided Himself,” as given in Kabbala Unveiled by McGregor Mathers in speaking of the “first triad” of Occult understandings. Eve, who is represented on higher planes as Lucifer, is called “the mother in whom they stumbled” or is otherwise known as the “negatively existent one.” Esoteric histories show Eve in later lives being called “Beelzeboul,” which is the foundation of the word d’evil (devil).

Careful research proves there were aborigines, cave- men and others of lesser intelligence before the time of Adam, but Adam seems to be the first account of God being represented on earth by a physical form. This is in contrast to mortal thinking arranged in keeping with various religious beliefs, but records we have found strongly bear out the truth of this statement. If this continues to prove to be a fact, it is reasonable then to believe that Adam was the same soul who in a later incarnation became perfected enough to be again born of God and known as Christ. The Bible clearly states that “He was from the beginning” and we must agree that it also says the beginning was with Adam. Then it is true that God, through His Son, Adam, is the Father of all of humanity, (the spiritual side of humanity). Eve is recognized as the mother of material man and the beginning of sin. It seems that after God decided men should no longer be born after a material fashion. Eve changed things by temptations, and because this soul was on the WILL ray, she was able to go against God’s will and populate the earth from a material union instead of a spiritual as God intended the change for that Age. So through the Ages since that time, it is only Christ who has been able to return by Virgin birth, but it is believed many others will rise to the necessary consciousness before the end of the New Age. All men were born with equal rights for attainment but few are aware of the possibilities and take advantage of them.

After discovering the secrets of the reincarnating “Great of the Earth, without whom there would be no life in that day,” and of the sufferings of the reincarnate Mary after her Child for this Age had been discovered, Interdenominational Divine Order was organized to help her prepare the world in understanding so necessary for the return of her Child who had to be “caught up” because “a great dragon (personality) stood ready to swallow up The Child,” as stated in Revelation, and the fact there were not enough Wise Men of this Age to protect Him at the time.

It is to the clergy and Occult world we now make a potent appeal. He must have strong hands to help Him, and Wise Men to watch for His star and be ready for emergencies expected when many will “weep and gnash” in misunderstandings. As has been the case other times God tried to present His Son, so it is again, some of the clergy are the worst enemies of the idea of His coming as “A Little Child to Lead Them.” Recently when the Mother of this Age read some rebukes Interdenominational Divine Order received by letter from a very crude minister, she cried in despair, “Oh, Father are we going to have that trouble again with the clergy?”

The Child was “caught up” as He has been again in this Age when misunderstandings made it necessary. As the Mother of this Age uttered the despairing prayer, she was answered from Above as follows:

> “Things which are, And are to be, Are not stopped By those like he.”

A little reflection could awaken us to the need for His acceptance in any manner God chooses to present His Son. It isn’t the form He takes but the powers which flow through that form that will count, for He said, “I of myself do nothing.” If the form was a little Child it should be just as capable of manifesting The Father as an adult, and perhaps more acceptable because of the “Christ senses,” who are making claims to His honors today. We have investigated many, each of whom believe he is the form through which God will manifest to the world in this Age, and found them all victims of various types of deceptions through
ment malpractices of antichrist agents pledged to confusions. Any who hear the sweet stories the Arabs have about the Child Jesus and His wisdom when only three years old, and other stories in religious histories where he confounded seers and religious teachers when He was very young, would have no trouble realizing that age and form make little difference. For those who insist He couldn’t come as a Child, ask, “What can a little Christ do,” and He dependent upon the age of a form He might choose to use? “Of such is the Kingdom of Heaven Jesus said of children. Could His words have had more significance than attached to them before this time? Those who deny the possibility of His coming again as A Little Child, without according the idea proper meditation, prayer and research, portray the lack of soul development and a prejudiced mind.

After learning of His always coming as a Little Child and hearing about the very first of Child again. In this Age who was “caught up,” those who could not give up their claims to His honors completely, began claiming His place for some child of their own. Since then there have been so many other claims that it will take something Wise Men know God will do to prove who really is The Child. There are many older souls in incarnation at this time and all have a very high degree of extra-sensory perception, which if not understood for what it is, might be mistaken for taking the means belonging to the very Holy One. Our research has proved there are also more than forty-nine other older souls reincarnate today, some in young bodies, who have attained to His high dimensions and will do “The works that I do and even greater” of which Jesus spoke. Some of these are very exceptional children, but there is yet no proof any of them are Christ.

Some other souls with Cosmic Powers have been showing “fire down from heaven” magic to prove “they are of God, yet they are not,” as the Bible told us would happen. Deception are at the saturation point and it is expected God will do something about it so there will be no doubt about His identity when The Child is returned to this dimension. He “appears” only with the woman who produced the body which was “caught up.” At first He comes as a Child and progresses through stages of growth to an adult to prove the identity of The Child and the two make no claims and keep as “unsupposed” as possible. Only when God trusts a soul is He GIVEN to SEE, and none but wise ones will be allowed to know where to locate The Mother at this time. This arrangement was made for her protection after The Mother was “spotted” by the negative faction who searched the earth for many years to find her in the new body they knew she would take to do the finish work of many lives; which service would be the final undoing of evil, laying the foundation to begin the New Age with Him Coming. Through deception of some pure enough to SEE for themselves, evil ones located The Mother. After failing to force her under their control they spared nothing in defamation all over the world. Their hate campaign is responsible for her rejection. As was Jesus, this “stone the Builders rejected, has become the head of the corner,” and her victory is yet to be realized by the world. The negative faction has spared nothing in their effort to keep her from fulfilling her mission, but He is ever faithful in “appearing” in crucial moments to give the needed help. Recently when an attempt was made to kill her, God interceded and it had been successful, He symbolized His determination to save her by moving a large stone with Christ upon it, along the ground in a cemetery in the Cities where she lay in a common hospital. A number witnessed the phenomena and told others who went to see for themselves, but none except Wise Men of this Age understood the meaning. Many who might be confused by the many claims being made for this or that child, or some woman believed to be reincarnate Mary, were to be saved by the story so they will know what our research proved to be the fact. It was prophesied in Ancient writings that He would find His mother on “The Island of a new continent,” and it is reasonable then to believe that it would be somewhere in Idaho after one investigates enough to determine a possible location. We found one esoteric who spent ten years searching Magic Valley, especially Eden, Idaho in hopes of locating The Mother and Child. About the same amount of time was spent around Twin Falls and Idaho City, Idaho, by Rosicrucians for the same reason. Since the soul once known as Mary was one with that known as Apollo, it could be expected that she would be born on his birth date which was the seventh of February. Since she was to be initiated into “the works that I do and even greater” as He stepped up to become “King of Kings,” certain other specifications became necessary which we found true of the woman we have determined is the reincarnate Mary. The most important of these was that she had no very extraordinary circumstances, to become “Aa, the unborn” of ancient prophecies. Nothing known to medical science could force the birth of her Child who finally was taken with instruments. There was no sign of life in the very white body and it was placed in a grave. The third day was Easter. A stone with His soul symbols, the lotus flower and irony leaf, was removed from the grave twice in very phenomenal ways. The Child took Cosmic Birth at a time when those in the antichrist service planned to destroy all of humanity except themselves. They trained for survival, built refuges and stored supplies. His “appearance” and what He did resulted saved the world from the fulfillment of the prophecy of the negative faction that the world would be destroyed by man-made fire. This opened the ways for the fire of Divine Mind to burn the dross from human souls, cleansing and purifying them through individual Armageddon restoring them to righteousness. Even though The Child made His appearance the second time in this Age, He had to be again “caught up” because of the lack of understandings and dangers from “a great dragon (personality) who stood ready to swallow up The Child,” as Revelations prophesied. Since Her Child was “caught up” the last time He has been “appearing” with His Mother only in the Astral body which can be seen by those whose visual vibratory rate is equal to it. Whenever The Child “appears” with The Healing. Recently there was a very severe case of hiccoughs. Doctors were unable to do much for the patient during his six months at the hospital. Finally a report was given in the paper that the man was losing weight and the case seemed hopeless. It was then the One proved by our Organization to be the reincarnate Mother visited the patient. She had some trouble getting past the hospital superintendent who made her promise not to put the healing in the papers if she was successful. The patient was brought to a private office in the hospital where he met the strange woman who first asked him what his religion was. He replied, “Catholic.” She told him it did not matter what faith, but she wanted to know what prayer he would offer because she wanted him to pray. After a few moments of prayer he opened his eyes in surprise. When she asked what astonished him, he replied. “I see my dear Lord with white hair, beard and robe.” She noticed his greater astonishment in a few moments and asked him to tell her what he was SEEING. His reply was, “you would not understand.” She assured him that it was not her first experience and if he would she would explain. He then said he saw Virgin Mary with The Child on her knee. She asked him how old The Child appeared to be. His reply was that He might be from three to five years old but that he could not determine the age because of the white robe He was wearing. She knew all were healed who could see The Child with her, so she told the gentleman he would be released in three days. She left him with the admittance to pray for others to make himself a channel.
for Divine forces which, in passing through his body, would make the healing permanent. Three days later she received a telephone call from the man who said he had gained five pounds and was dismissed exactly three days from the time of her visit. This is only one of the many miracles which have proved the status of the one we have finally determined meets all the requisites to be recognized as the reincarnate Virgin Mary. "But when They are joined together, the (two) appear to form only one whole body." In the verse it says, "When the Male is joined with the Female, They both constitute one complete body, and all the Universe is in a state of happiness, because all things receive blessing from their perfect body. And this is an Arcanum." On page 337 of the same book Christ is called Tetragrammaton. "Since Tetragrammaton hath chosen Tsidon (Mary), to be a habitation for Himself, He hath desired Her." And in verse 748 it says, "When

might not have proof there was a star. Some of our other literature showed the picture mentioned. His Star has been seen other times when He was trying to COME and few were aware of it, or understood if they saw it. A story on page 48 of the same book tells us that "Christmas is a prophetic day, looking not so much backward as forward. It is a history of the future of an order of life not yet attained, of a religion not yet realized. God can see the eyes it seems visionary, but to God it is a vision of a world yet to be..." and adds this bit of wisdom, "And still for the Child that was taken A Child is born to the Essenes of the time of Jesus, are entrusted with "inner" understandings, some of which they are now permitted to project for public attention. Little by little they present advances in thinking which are the result of intensive research. To the faithful they are sometimes permitted to introduce The Mother Who leads all others of the reincarnate Great who are sometimes known as Spacemen. Akashic records of her past incarnations appear on the face of the form she takes today. Sometimes her body changes as if being remolded. Other times He "appears" behind her as a man with a beard, or one may see Mary shown on half of her face and Christ on the other half to prove the relationship of their souls. It is our opinion that nobody has suffered more than she who pioneers the Cosmic TV "apparition" which are God's way of proving some truths which we will need for the emergencies expected in this Age. Many who have been in some way involved prolonging they are the reincarnate Great would die fighting for their belief, posing a threat to the peace of His plan when "all eyes see" the Truth about incarnations. To head off provoking deceptions God has given the fool-proof method which The Mother demonstrates, where Akashic records of past incarnations are shown on the features. Any making claim important incarnations should be challenged with this form of proof.
this account, for it is in the Bible for those who have the "keys." 

For those who declare Mary "ever Virgin," and insist because the woman of this Age had other children, she could not be Mary, we wish to call attention to what the Bible says about it in speaking of Joseph's relations with her which would make it appear there was a possibility that she could have other children. Matthew 1:25—"And she knew not that she had brought forth her firstborn son"; and he called his name "JESUS." Then in St. Matthew 13:55 when some were astonished at His wisdom and mighty works. "Is this not the carpenter's son? is not this his mother called Mary? and his brethren, James, and Joses and Simon, and Judas?" Then Matthew 13:56 continues, "And his sisters, are they not all with us? Whence then hath this man all these things?" 13:57 "And they were offended in him. But Jesus said unto them, A prophet is not without honour, save in his own country, and in his own house." And He did not do mightily works there because of their unbelief. We have proof here that Jesus had both brothers and sisters and that he suffered from misunderstandings of even those closest to Him.

When we learn the Cosmic laws governing reincarnation and how she stays with his soul group it is understandable that Mary would have to have other children if the family were always together, especially those who were of the higher initiations. The rule is the same for souls in the process of evolution where it usually takes many lives to graduate to "sonship," known to the occult world as the "Chohan initiation; called "Buddha consciousness" by Buddhists. After this initiation is attained it is possible for arrangements to be made, under certain circumstances, for the soul to be born childless to Christ and work within the family unit. In every account we can find of The Mother's incarnations, she had other children whose souls were approved for work with the Holy family. In every Age when she fought evil by lifting the lids of deceptions she carried the Holy Cross, which the handle of a sword in the hands of many of her statues symbolizes. The "two-edged sword" the Bible mentions, represents the power of the two great Angels Michael and Gabriel on higher planes, whose physical counterparts were Christ and Mary. They and their children bore many other names and titles throughout the Ages when they served humanity in any way necessary.

For those unkind enough to make criticisms concerning the woman's chosen protector of this Age falling to understand her position, and turning against her; we would find ask her just what she expects. Of course it is a cruel world that knows nothing of the planned disaster carried out with greatest of secrecy, where rank deceivers were used to keep this family from accomplishing the missions for which they reincarnated? Could not some of the "Elect" be deceived if the Bible said it would be done "if possible"? Is it any wonder that God found it necessary to protect The Child even the second time in this Age, when the parents were not in a position to protect Him? God's method of protecting The Child is to remove Him from this dimension, and the world is unable to "SEE HIM as HE IS," or benefit fully from what He has been trying to do for them. We must begin to realize how wrong it is to turn around trying to prove that He will not come as A CHILD, and cease the worthless arguments so we may receive HIM any way God wishes to present His Son.

For those who insist the woman of this Age suffered because of karmas, we must ask them to investigate why the Catholics give Mary so much honor, or why the Occult world gives Master Hilarion so much prestige. Saint Joseph is recognized by the Occult world as an incarnation of Virgin Mary who served as many other martyrs of the past. If the sufferings of a martyr of today are to be considered as Karmas for wrong doing, then our whole religious set-up is to be condemned for honoring those karma-ridden saints. Reason should help us understand that those who carried the cross had "the faith of saints," which means that they knew God would always halt evil when karmic accounts become unbalanced enough to evoke Cosmic laws of evolution. It was a necessity for someone to carry the Holy Cross In His Name in order that the antichrists "fall by their own footsteps." If none would carry the cross, evil would not lose power for a thousand years as the Bible promised. Accomplishment In His Name could not be done without suffering, considering the evil souls pledged on the uninitiated side who were determined TRUTH should not be discovered.

Answering some who condemn others who look labored as they go about, The Father's business, we wish to draw attention to how it was said Jesus looked as He struggled under the Cross negative forces placed upon His shoulders, He did not look peaceful and unharried, but was suffering and perspiring. Veronica threw her veil to Him to wipe His face. If He had been at fault Those Above would not have comforted Him by imitating the face of suffering Christ on the veil as He wiped His face with it.

Recently Interdenominational Divine Order received a rebuke for being foolish enough to believe in an "imaginary man called Christ Jesus." We feel the following story might reveal some who have believed the wrong way. Someone with a very wilful nature had been tormenting the Mother with various kinds of ideas, until Those Above decided something would have to be done about it to make the necessary understanding. Christ "appeared" right in and through the body of the one we recognize as His reincarnate Mother. He appeared like the Thorn crowned, bleeding head imprinted on St. Veronica's veil. The one receiving the lesson was awakened somewhat to the fact she was crucifying Him as she tormented the Mother who represented Him on this plane. Anyone having this experience could begin to realize there is nothing imaginary about the story of Christ being crucified, nor doubt that He is being nailed on the cross again by each one who causes trouble for those who work for His Great Plan for the freedom even of those who dare do such things. For those who "do not know what they do" we pray, "Father forgive them," but for those who are intentionally blocking His way and working at every possible deception imaginable to keep the antichrist in power, we ask that Cosmic laws be brought into action to deal the needed lesson. We have at times been condemned for this attitude, but knowing the principles which govern the universe we feel justified in this prayer, for if there is then a chance the aggression is not being imposed intentionally the law would have no karmic account to draw upon for retribution. Jesus did not ask for the money changers in the Temple to be forgiven, but took a whip and drove them out. Could He have been as meek as our religions declare He should be, or is there such a thing as "righteous wrath," or a time when evil is too stubborn to love it out of the Temple? What would we be doing for God if we ignored it and declared, because God did not ask, we should not? We know that Lucifer is credited with having made evil and all under his influence have been making more of it all the time, until something must be done about it. If the Mother's mission has been to carry a sword IN HIS NAME, is it not reasonable to believe that this is the reason he forced the Sword to run over Mary? We can be but one answer for this. Forces of the anti-christ side have found teaching victims to remain passive while karmas are being served, is a clever way to keep victims from the devil. They have found it lulls them to apathy so they will not help disrupt evil which is on the last lap of its course.
for centuries. When the deceived can be awakened, "all the tethered will be loosed," and we have been promised it will happen with His Coming.

In Isa. 11:6 we read, "A Little Child shall lead them," and it does not specify that His name would only be Jesus, but that "He shall be called Wonderful." Wise Men of this day speak of Him as "Star" to remain, clear of any controversy concerning His identity. There are records of a Virgin and Child in many nations, some long before those bodies they were were called Mary and Jesus. It would be unreasonable to believe He would change the method of Coming just to suit the imaginations of people who have been trained to think otherwise. We will not argue with those who claim He will "come in the clouds," because we can easily see He will have to come in the clouds of human thinking, and, "appearing" in the skies to let all men know of the fact of His re-appearance in this dimension. Because none know "His ways past finding out," one idea is as acceptable to us as another, but we maintain that the important thing is His advent, and not the manner in which it occurs, nor the age of the body HE will use. Bickerings of those with uncooled minds and rejections of deeper developed minds have been His limitations in every life, yet He loved humanity enough to keep trying. It is prophesied He will win their understandings in this Age after God puts down the forces working against The Great Plan. What could be more acceptable than the love, power and simplicity of "A Little Child"? But in the time of the Child, there is nothing about interpreting "King of Kings" as having been a King or Leader many times when serving "sheep" has been of other pasts ye know not of, returning now again as a Child to grow up to fulfill prophecies about a Child not yet fulfilled. What sin could it be to give Him credit that average Christians attribute to Him? Surely "sheep can any prove it means only the spiritual aspect? We all have noticed there can be several interpretations of all scripture and each can be right for the different levels of thinking. Then who could really prove it does not also mean reincarnation? If so let him try and his research will prove otherwise every time. Common reasoning could help us understand that imperfect souls must gain more perfection before they could be admitted to a state called Heaven. Just being baptized is not enough to change a soul in the few minutes it takes Him to perform the ceremony, even if it signifies the desire for growth and advancement. It is only reasonable to believe that such a one might have to return for more schooling, perfection and soul growth before he could be permitted to be with others who have advanced spiritually beyond the necessity of reincarnation. It is also reasonable to believe that our beloved Savior who failed to save the whole world and reign as "King of Kings" nearly two thousand years ago, would continue to try for human understandings to man it to the people. To believe that nailing Him on a cross ended the physical possibility of His mission on earth would be foolish if we grant that He had the Cosmic Power attributed to Him. The Bible tells us "His ways are past finding out," and we must realize this is for average mortals who cannot understand enough. We know He gained the Disciples things he did not give to others. When they asked Him why, He answered, "They have the Bible," which leaves us with the impression there is something beyond the teachings of the Bible which the world was not ready for at the time. If He had advanced these to the multitudes He would have been crucified much sooner.

When tracing the repeated incarnations of Christ, Mary and the Disciples, the pattern seems to always have been about the same. World tensions were met by the time the need arose, "Before they call I will answer." Great souls known as Archangels on higher planes, placed physical counterparts and their as-
sistant where the work was expected to be. This is also speaking for the "one-third stars of heaven pulled by the tail of the great dragon," of deceptions, known on higher planes as Lucifer. Because of the reincarnating puppet of both factions working against each other, we leave numerous references to the matter as conflicts between the Christ and the antichrist. "As Above so Below" of the Occult world understandings, is another way whatever takes place on higher planes is reflected on earth. If "Michael and His Angels fought, and there was no more place in heaven," could such a condition be what we have believed Heaven to be? It is then more reasonable to believe that it could be something concerning states of consciousness of those other souls who inhabit the higher realms. For Ages the battles have been going on while the Positive faction have been trying to accomplish something for humanity. Resistances were forced by others who have attained to Cosmic Power and also have "the lute of the planes" (capable of manifesting on all planes simultaneously).

It is not hard to trace the progress of humanity through the sufferings of Martyrs of all Ages who presented new ideas which were rejected until human minds grew to acceptance long after they were dead. Even if we had found no proof we could have concluded by reasoning that these Great souls might have been the Disciples of Christ, because His admonition to "go ye into all the nations and preach the gospel, and keep unspotted from the world." After one accepts the idea enough to really seek the proof it is not hard to find, The Venus in Rome, Museums in Egypt, India, Pakistan, Iran, Turkey, as well as many religious histories to be found in numerous countries, all bear out the same proof if one is really ready to accept them. The Bible speaks of those who "having eyes, see not, and ears, hear not," and of those who "will not know and will not wish to know," who have caused much suffering for saints through the Ages.

Who would wish to be among these sinners when Christ comes and they will have to face Him? Above a mountain in Colorado His star has appeared at times when prayers were being offered for the return of The Child who was "caught up" for His protection again recently because evil ones hoped to exploit Him and take other advantages. Since then there have been times of special prayers in certain marked districts, with the resultant "signs and wonders" in Cosmic Earth. Many pictures have been taken of Christ in the parks, the trees, and the skies. His Star has been seen so many times that He is called the "Star" by the Wise Men.

In the course of our researches, and in helping recruit the Called and Chosen, we found a Catholic woman in Oregon who declared at least five Biblical characters talk with her at times. Those she named are "I Do" files as having been reincarnations of Christ. Evidently He had been trying to impress her with the idea of reincarnation. When our representatives for Interdenominational Research wondered if Pope Pius XII, would understand what she was talking about if she approached him on reincarnation, Christ assured her "Such a great man as he is not ignorant." As He answered, Christ came in the form known as Kuthumi of Karthoum. The Catholic lady said one of the names given to her on the "inner" was spelt Kuthumi. She described His manner that meant as she had never heard of such a person.

Our Leader has a letter from the Pope telling his position in some matters of esoteric understandings. He gave her name as "Cecile," who published papers saying she had seen the Pope in Rome, and his letter says he told her not to speak of the part the world was not ready to understand. He spoke of the relief it would be to leave the body and return in another to work with Christ. "I am a soldier of the cross," he declared. He told her to go to a member of the soul group to which The Child of this Age belongs, and ask a woman he named, to have a child which he wished to be so he could work with Christ in this Age. The "soldier of the cross" he mentioned, was his way of expressing the fact that he was one of the forty-nine older souls who had earned the right to reincarnate at will to help wherever it was needed. The Muhammedians call them "servants of Allah," and declare Jesus, like their Mohammed, was one of them. We have discovered their Mohammed was an incarnation of Mary, and the tyrant Mohammed who caused his death, and influenced the people to become Moslem, was an incarnation of Moses whom esoteric histories prove served the devil. The man Moses was not aware the voice directing him to become "The Lord," was the Master of deceptions. When the Arab who gave Cecile B. DeMille the information for the picture, The Ten Commandments, discovered the secret he begged our research workers to point the facts out to him from records in a Cairo Museum, to go to the Movie Magnet and tell him of the mistake. But we have not been able to contact him on the subject yet.

In 1955 the, "I Do" research worker was directed by Christ to go to Rome because Pope Pius was ill. While she was there Christ "appeared" to her and he recovered, not realizing the significance until later. It was then he wrote the letter we have mentioned. Another time she was in Rome, hoping to make The Pope understand her mission; failing to be given hope of a private audience, she went to her hotel to pray over the matter. Shortly a messenger delivered an invitation to a private audience where she was given special honors for what she had done for the Catholic Church. Something Christ revealed to the Pope at the time must have made him understand more about the work of The Master who is directing The Chosen to do many things the world would consider impossible. Only one close to God and sincere in desire for Truth could accept what must have been given to the Pope at that time.

The Great Cosmic change Wise Men have long expected in this Age and few are ready for, "will come as a thief in the night" of the world's misunderstandings. The result could be "weeping and gnashing of teeth" if Truth is lost. It continues to be about some matters of great importance underlying facts which are to progress this Age beyond anything they have known before. "With the witty getting, get understanding" is the Biblical admonition which should be obeyed if the world is to be apprised of the necessary facts before "this day." We are promised "The Truth will make free," but those content with former understandings of men who were not faced with the problems of this Age, are failing to reach for Divine advancements in thinking which are requisite for meeting emergencies known to be just around the corner of human experience. The blind (to facts) are leading the blind away from progressive reasoning which will keep up with problems of the New Age. Many are forced to ignore the reason of some truths and creed prejudices. Others are stubbornly resisting anything not given in the "old-time religions" which they declare "good enough" for them; not realizing such informations were for an Age in which they were to be used, but humanity under God's law of progress, must make other advances. Our research constantly finds more proof that God always sent a messenger of Truth to advance progressive ideas whenever they were needed. Something drastic will have to be done to awaken interest in subjects which will need explanation if humanity is to keep pace with the plans for world progress at this time. The surprise effects of a sudden great change could be eliminated by acceptance of certain esoteric ideas awaiting human approval. Impositions against free thinking are appalling in the face of the Truth which has been long ready for human consumption. "In that Day they will not know and will not wish to know," is being fulfilled by listless minds which are either dull to apathy; or forced to reject information so vital to human welfare when great surprise will.
descend upon the world whether or not we are ready. The "still small voice" of the Savior, who has long been knocking at the doors of human consciousness, has "called" many who don't understand the experience. So-called phenomenal experiences have frequented men whose purity attracted the "wave of the Master's hand." The hope is to be awarded the "hearing" necessary if there are to be prepared laborers for His work at His Coming. Failure to respond to the many CALLS for those who could be Chosen to help others if they understood, have only delayed His coming, but will not stop God from giving the much needed information to unresponsive worldlings. Only a few of whom will awaken to be among the Wise Men watching for His STAR. The Bible declares that "many will rise to meet Him," and this will happen when they rise to the level of consciousness which makes His Coming and the New Age teaching acceptable.

Some Atomic Scientists who know the changes which occur when vibrations rise, have declared that when "all eyes see," many will not understand and it is now useless to try to tell them before they have experiences of SEEING into other dimensions. It is hoped by Interdenominational Research that information given herein will meet the need at the time if not acceptable before. Rising vibrations are known to bring about clairvoyant vision which reveals the here-tofore unknown. It is these revelations, which if not understood, might cause fear enough to generate power for disaster. Therefore, some information on this subject seems very necessary for human protection at the time.

It is unfortunate that souls weary of the trials of earthly existence, in their desire for effortless release, have woven into their religious teachings their conceptions of a way out of suffering from mistakes without earning it. Other tired souls find the ideas of golden streets, heavenly rest and effortless peace an attractive idea for release. Some have even dared to hasten the day of relief by forcing departure before needed lessons were learned, only to awaken in another dimension with regrets when discovering there is really no way of escape except to tune in with Cosmic Laws which God made to control the world when it was created. These laws are based on Cosmic Principle, the karmic result of which rewards good experiences for righteous doing, or on the other hand, suffering for mistakes until they are corrected. Since present ignorance will give way to the truth of what life is about and how to profit by the experiences. Divine Laws governing the universe will never change, but thinking will be rearranged to conform with those laws, finding real peace thereby. Cosmic law continues in effect whether poor humanity understands the principles of soul evolution or not.

With the present state of human woe, it becomes our duty, in the interest of humanity, to break the leash of mental bindings which forbid unprejudiced investigations into the underlying principles of human existence. This should be done from every possible angle if men are to gain understanding enough to live comfortably within the limits of Cosmic Laws governing earthly existence. An open mind and willingness to understand is a requisite for peace—religious, physical or otherwise. It then becomes the duty, and should be the privilege of all thinking people, to make every effort toward being about a balanced understanding with the resultant health, happiness and progress.

Seekers who dare to probe every possible form of reasoning have been rewarded with some advanced conclusions, and have realized the reason for the Biblical admonition "seek and ye shall find, knock and it shall be opened unto you." The various limitations binding human rights to seek are irresponsible for uninformed millions. Their ignorance has created an enemy which is causing Cosmic anxiety for this planet, where human souls have been at the process of soul evolution long enough to have earned a change for their advancement, but whose minds are not ready for the experience.

It is generally believed by the occult world that only exoteric students of ancient mysteries are prepared for the world change, because they are informed about the secrets underlying the words of Jesus who said, "Sheep I have of other pastures ye know not of." It would be well for all men to know these advancements in human thinking. Even this small information would help immeasurably in "that Day." The sad part is that students of Ancient Wisdom are themselves falling into the greatest problem because of deceptions purposely forced upon these "Eelect" to keep them from fulfilling the missions for which they have incarnated, and to cause them to generate power for an opposite purpose. Cleverly planned anticrist misrepresentations have been laid before these otherwise better informed people in order to turn their labors so they will not be able to help in the right place when help will be most needed. The condition has reached a crisis where the deceived pose a greater danger to humanity than the average man in complete ignorance. So saturated is the world with the misrepresentations of HIS word, that we are now resting on a bomb of human consciousness which just could explode into disaster if humanity as a whole continues to reject the Truth.

Many sincere seekers for Truth, failing to find the answers to New Age problems, have sidestepped average religions because they did not give satisfactory answers to advanced thinking and problems, only to fall prey to deceivers waiting with ideas which were worse than no information at all. Various well-meaning cults with more advanced ideas seemed to be the answer for a time, but unfortunately these too became victims of cleverly planned deceptions working in control without their realizing it until too late, if at all. The result now is that seekers are more confused than ever, or on the other hand blindly working for something they haven't yet discovered is not the Truth.

Advancements for this Age are much ahead of some Mystery School teachings, where purposely misconstrued records are offered for references, presenting a limitation to present day facts. The books recording activities of Masters of Wisdom of Tibet fail to include the fact that these "Greef of the Earth" have again reincarnated in positions advantageous for aiding the world at this crucial moment. It is misunderstandings concerning their activities and powers which have led to fantastic stories about Spacemen. Even though reincarnate in forms of higher vibratory flesh, they are greatly misunderstood and still believed to be living in Tibet, or ascended above earth, never to return. This ignorance is forced on some cultists who know no better, or by organized racketeers who know better but plan to take advantage of the ignorance of others.

The Bible declares in prophecy, "If it were not for the Great of the earth there would be no life in that Day." Only the Wise Men of this Age understand how that prophecy has been fulfilled in the unselsh service rendered by the older souls called "Spacemen," who have now returned the earth to be with The King of Kings and work for the protection of humanity through better understandings. Mystery ceases to be a mystery when it is understood. So-called phenomena when not understood opens the back door of human consciousness for misrepresentation of actual facts by deceivers who exploit the idea motive. Those who have found lucrative living provided by deceptions causing hearts, homes and pocketbooks to be broken at an alarming rate. So twisted and warped are facts that many sincere seekers have been strung along by the golden threads of Truth interwoven into otherwise misleading literature used as reference material by
various cults and creeds whose leaders themselves do not understand the deception. The White-robed are crying in despair, "how long, oh, how long, and being told 'yet a little while' until karmas made by them with purposeful misreadings will rebound and force evil into the pits of its own making. There certainly will be some 'weeping and gnashing' for deceived, but there need not be for those of pure hearts who can be made to understand the probabilities provided by the Chosen of God who stand by for that purpose. Most of the victims of deceptions are too confused to be able to see "The Great of the Earth," whose advances are brushed aside for the "Fire down from heaven" display of negative occult powers more interesting because of their fantastic appearances. While Truth stands in jeopardy, the world's love is "waxing cold," with broken family relationships arranged by scheming minds who have brought about as a supreme who is forcing many to cry for His coming in order that the world might be able to recognize the wheat from the chaff and know "the Truth to make free."

For those wise men of today who "See Him as He is," and hear the "still small voice of Spirit," there are no mysteries. These hear His promise that "Finally Truth will bear away the victor" and know that the wise hearts await His coming when the Truth about "A Little Child to lead them" will be understood and accepted. It is they who really KNOW, and who pray that "the days be shortened" so the reincarnate Christ Child, who was "caught up" for His protection, will not be old enough to wear the traditional beard and robes expected by many who have various pictures of His past incarnations. They know that most of the visions accounting for the artists' representations were true Akashic records of bodies He wore as He remained "unspotted" among the "sheep of other pastures yet know not of. Wise Men of this age expect many imposters "will run for the mountains and hide" when perceptions become keener.

will red out the true picture and unfurl the banners of freedom, bringing with it the scene of The Child projected on the Cosmos for all to "SEE" HIS new beginning.

With "The Great of the Earth" already stationed among us, only waiting for us to SEE, and "to each has been given" some part to play in the Great Plan, the wheels of a mighty God-planned machine will begin rolling. Wise Men have been preparing His way against odds, since so many would-be servers have been swallowed up by cults and creeds that themselves unaware that deceptions have taken the controls of their own organizations. There have been many forced disruptions and differences by deceivers who work in silences which cover their intentions, always seeking power within so they can influence teachings in the wrong direction. This has been going on for Ages until now only Christ Himself can help the various denominations retrieve the original Truths incorporated in their teachings. Needless to say, with so many great souls deceived into giving themselves away in the wrong direction, laborers are few who actually understand, and there is too little real preparation for emergences expected when an unprepared public is to be suddenly faced with something they do not understand. The Great Masters of Wisdom of past Ages are among us in new bodies, preparing "all who will listen" so there are few who understand enough to help when the need arises. It is These "Great of the Earth" who will open the "seven vials of new informetions with which will be needed to bring in a more rapid progress for humanity in this New Age. It is They who are even now trying to organize the thousands of CALLED and CHOSEN who will help with the mammoth work of making a "new heaven and a new earth." Their followers are people from every cult and creed and some belonging to none. They all function under the name "Inter-denominational Divine Order," commonly called "I as vibrations rise so all will "see" clairvoyantly. This condition allows for seeing Akashic records from "The book of lives," where each soul's record is kept. Imposters will be forced to run because of the rejection of those whom they blinded into generating power for anticrude activities which have taken such a great toll of sincere souls who were made to believe they were serving the Master. Only the evil will need to fear "in that Day" when the Christ Child descends again to grow up among men as the spiritual leader of this Age.

It would be difficult to explain the foundation of Truth without mentioning The Great Masters of Wisdom (Archangels) who were called gods by the Ancients who did not understand the source of their greater wisdoms and power. Masters who witnessed Their protective aid in trouble have called the first triad nephites for lack of a better understanding of Their true status. Christians do not realize that these Great Beings have always maintained physical manifestations through which They could function in this dimension, as puppets for the Archangelic controls above. Because of the higher vibratory condition of the physical bodies of these "Stars of heaven" who are now "cast to earth," these puppets of Great Masters of Wisdom, find life on this planet very trying.

Masters in human form are responsible for the making of flying saucers, the secrets of which They are not ready to reveal to the higher refined flesh of these Divinely attuned instruments of Cosmic receptivity, is equipped with the highest type of extra-sensory perceptions. Their forms are used as introductory instruments for perception from the Cosmic Broadcasting System. Thus They are able to bring secrets of the Cosmos to earth and know the Truth about The Child.

The "prayers of righteous men" for His coming will "avail much." The time is coming when God
ment, and is free to go to the higher experiences of other planets, or return if the desire is to help others attain the freedom the graduate has gained. There are forty-nine greater souls who chose to return repeatedly to aid in the formulation of understandings sufficient for graduation. After attaining the initiation of “the works that I do and even greater” these older souls chose to follow Christ into incarnation whenever help was needed. Today some call them Spacemen, and even one-third of these “stars of heaven” are being pulled by the tail of the great dragon” of deception as prophesied in Revelations. It was these “one-third” and their leader who set up causes making it necessary for God to protect “The Child” who had to be “caught up” into another dimension several years ago.

While mortals, ignorant of Cosmic laws, toy with the modern towers of Babel and try to rocket their way into other conditions they are known not to be ready for, Great Beings of the Cosmos, stand by in the flesh tortured by the misunderstanding of mortals who do not recognize their benefactors. These “Great of the Earth,” who in past lives were leaders in many fields of human progress, again in bodies of the flesh await “unspotted” until “the meek shall inherit the earth.” These most advanced of Chosen Ones, in their love for humanity and their Master, have again incarnated with HIM to help advance human thinking. In many past lives they were nailed on the cross of human misunderstandings, burned at the stake, guillotined or otherwise crucified in His name. They pray that men will not repeat the crude offensives of the past.

Each time Christ came some of the 144,000 more advanced souls incarnated with Him, but today all of the 144,000 faithful of the past have been CHOSEN to incarnate for His work and “to each will be given” in keeping with karma made in the past. “By their works ye shall know them,” and by symbols on their foreheads one knows their position in His work. Both the good and the evil are marked in the foreheads with symbols of their standing and those with clarivoyant eyes can SEE. With so many claiming positions they have not earned, it is expected there will be much trouble unless this information can reach more people. “In that Day” when “all eyes shall SEE HIM as HE IS” they may also “see the dead walking.” Confusions could be avoided by the understanding of the status of the so-called dead and the various conditions which no doubt will be witnessed by many. Perhaps it will then be acceptable for our misunderstood Spacemen to explain that those so-called dead are in dimensions which higher vibratory bodies have replaced physical forms. In some cases they have gone through the various experiences of growth in the hereafter experience and have again returned to earth for another life of work toward final graduation. In the latter case loved ones will discover “the dead walking” within the bodies of their children or relatives. As the veils of matter between dimensions become thinner some are already beginning to SEE, making explanations more acceptable. Because it is God’s law that loved ones are always together they can be discovered in the family group if they have re incarnated, or be SEEN on other planes if vibrations rise enough. Our Spacemen protectors who have approached these facts today are feared and even hated for trying to advance thinking beyond present human understanding and creed prejudices. If the facts were commonly known humanity could look forward with great joy to His coming, instead of fearing as at present. The writer wishes to point out that the problem of non-acceptance has brought great concern to the Cosmos, as well as a limitation to His coming. This information is given in an effort to help meet emergencies which could become disasters unless it is available to the public.

Because of the forced deceptions and other limitations done by ignorance and purposeful fraud, the world stage is set with confusions so great that something must be done to make a place to “lay His head” in understanding. The problem would be vast enough without the many fanatics fathering misrepresentations for which they would rather die than admit were not God’s will. Man’s minds are conditioned as to what to expect when they “SEE HIM AS HE IS” because it is so different from what most religious teachings say it will be. With the present ignorance it is almost improbable that some will accept Him unless He comes fully resplendent with flowing robes and a beard. Wise Men pray that the world will be awakened to the fact of the “Son-rise” (incarnation) a few years ago. Failing to keep “unspotted” the trouble began when “A Great Dragon” personally “stood ready to swallow up The Child.” Let us pray for Him to “come as He left” this time. Today THE CHILD is acceptable only to those who are making an effort to understand. Worldlings steeped in ordinary prejudices and ignorances, will be shocked to discover the falsities of previous convictions which were but the products of minds of some general re-arranging of human thinking and understanding is due with His advent. Confusions have attained such proportions as to be demanding Cosmic intervention again. TRUTH has been brushed aside by unsuspecting men who favor the fantastic misrepresentations of many who have espoused the once-reincarnated ones. Some claim to know Spacemen and are only victims of forced illusions. Others claim to be Spacemen themselves, or reincarnations of The Great, and fail to prove it by showing Akashic records on their faces if challenged to do so. Many of the “called” have misinterpreted their phenomenal experiences which they have believed meant they were The Great. Because of deceptions as well as faulty conclusions, it became necessary for our all-wise God to arrange for proofs of identities in order to confound the deceptions of the blind leading the blind. The secret of this form of proof lies in the fact that everything which has ever been before is recorded in Akashic records which can be reproduced with the television the equipment that men use in television or movie film and sound. God’s records are the only the “TRUTH” which will make free.”

Because the truth of New Age revelations has its foundation in facts concerning reincarnation it is unfortunate that there is so much rejection from creeds which have failed to note the few hints given in the Bible concerning this secret which the world was not ready for when the Bible was recorded. In one record we find the Disciples asking Jesus if John could be Elias. The answer He gave was affirmative and the Bible not under the account stands (and the Disciples understood that He spoke of John). Matt. 17:10-13.

To “keep unspotted” was the rule of the esoteric world, therefore little was known by average religious sects concerning the secrets which Jesus taught His Disciples, much of which was understood by esoterics of the Mystery Schools of the East, High Priests and Cardinals, or Popes of the Catholic Church who are pledged to secrecy. The danger of this information getting in the wrong hands is understood when one is reminded of the so-called Brothers of darkness who worked against the Brothers of Light of every Age. The dark forces were commonly spoken of as the anticrist or “Blacks” who always claimed to be “White” in order to win the confidence of victims. The anticrist has been symbolized for Ages by the cat, locust, crescent moon, female sphinx, holy cow, hammer and anvil, crown other symbols of negation which have been used to portray characteristics
of Lucifer's puppets who incarnated to work against the servants of God in false names such as Satel and Evi, which personal names of past incarnations of the wicked have given rise to our present Satan and Evil. All human beings, though, had not thought of the personalization of these titles.

The servants of evil did not wish reincarnation to be generally understood because they were afraid the incarnation puppets of evil would be recognized before they could accomplish their life plan of devastations for which they were pledged. On the other hand the Positive faction were warned against giving the information where it could be misconstrued by the Negative forces in a manner to mislead public opinion and endanger the incarnating Christ and His helpers. There are also other angles concerning the reason for this information being withheld, one of which we can easily understand when we witness how egos are being inflated by being told they were somebody great of the past, which has resulted in the deceived living something which does not belong to them and making great karmas thereby. While living past glories of another are failing to earn advancement for their own souls. On the other hand if people at hand had not made great mistakes in past lives could remember, they would literally become pillars of salt in regret, therefore it has been the lord who prevented the memory previous to this Age when the information would have to be given in order to begin that “new heaven and new earth,” which demands “with all thy getting get understanding.”

An example of what could happen when information about reincarnation got into the wrong channels is found in the resultant destruction of many innocent young children of both factions; and again of Mary and Joseph having to go to Egypt for the Child's protection when His incarnation as Jesus was discovered by the negative forces. Trouble broke out from another source when Seers informed Egypt that Moses should grow to manhood instructed by the negative faction who had sponsored his many lives serving aggressive forces. The Wise Men of that day had been successful in preventing an evilly sponsored soul from being born in a position to gain the power coveted. They had protected the soul group which could have made that possible, so a great deception was worked out to bring about the placement of the Righteous position. The intent was cleverly covered by those who sponsored the deceptions. Therefore the Moses Child being stationed in the King’s palace was made acceptable by sweet words woven into many religious teachings. Only the wisest knew the secret and they knew the danger of telling it before the evil One on higher planes would lose His Cosmic power for a thousand years as the Bible promises. This revocation of power took place in this Age as the result of persecutions of the Mother and the danger to the Child which necessitated His having to be “caught up” for His protection. Since then the only power the negative forces have is being generated by the many serving the antichrist without knowing it, or by some of the “one-third stars of heaven pulled by the tail of the great dragon,” who may have no desire to use their Cosmic powers in a progressive manner. Much of the misplacement of power has been brought about through the misleading stories worked into the various cults and creeds until the limitation is so great that those who wonder why God does not destroy the reincarnate instigators who are now perpetuating the trouble which are doing such a great job keeping Truth from “making free.” Since “it is not God's will any should perish,” particularly the innocent who are being deceived, He has assigned the great work of making better understanding to the reincarnate Mother who has found it very difficult to make Truth acceptable.

The incarnations, reincarnations and troubles between the Christ servers and the antichrist opponents were understood only by esoteric people such as the Essenes of the time of Christ. Depicable, esoteric records prove that both factions worked in one way or another with cults and creeds of all ages. Because absolute silence was imposed, “in fear of death” the negative followers were afraid to betray their own side. On the other hand the positive laborers knew if they betrayed the trust of their faction who knew where their own reincarnate Great were, it would bring death for the Son of God and His Disciples. Yet many times influences and deceptions were so great, with pressures so strong, that some of the faithful betrayed their own associates into the hands of the negative forces without knowing it until after it was done, or were made to believe they were doing the will of God if they did. In most lives about one-third of the older souls were deceived into playing the negative role. The same is true today when one-third of the so-called Spacemen are abusing the use of the Cosmic powers and confusing many. Deceivers on other planes carry out their deceptions through earthly puppets whose ears they can reach telepathically. In turn these mortals, bearing immortal quality, are unaware. In the main they are made possible by giving “wizards who peep and mutter” about whom the Bible warns. Empowered by the evil one, whose servants they are, they have accomplished the fantastic “fire down from heaven” magic which seems so convincing to those whom they have misled. Often the operator of such phenomena does not know he is serving negative forces and enjoy the fantastic display which feeds his ego. Many have attained to a great measure of Cosmic power because of service in lives before, and like Judas, are abusing it with fantastic stunts, or on the other hand forcing many helpless victims under their control until the situation has become alarming. God has been requiring of the positive forces to save as many of the deceived as possible by giving them some understanding about what is taking place, but the problem has been to get them to listen. Through references they have been given from books written by deceivers of past Ages, as well as the present time, many are convinced that those whom the believers define as guilty of某些 crimes are not guilty of and serve God as they did. The puppet of Lucifer always wrote lies against The Very Effect of all Ages and it is these records which are making the determination of Truth so difficult at this time. Libraries are full of purposely misleading records. There are a few records bearing the Truth which have escaped destruction by evil ones determined to do so. It was the battle between the two factions which necessitated the building of the Great Pyramid for the protection of Positive records. Underlying causes of mankind’s lives have been traced to either the negative forces trying to destroy positive records, or the positive forces trying to protect the Truth they knew some day would win the victory. There is in this Age great danger of misunderstandings which could come from cults and creeds whose converts have full faith in misleading records now serving as platforms for their grand pretentions and who are pledged to do violent acts against any who might present something else. It seems that deceptions have gained a prestige in the Truth in such an overwhelming manner that only Christ will be able to put things straight.

The recent controversy over whether Marlow was Shakespeare is only an attempt of the Negative forces to claim honors of a Positive soul’s incarnation for one who hadn’t earned it. The battle of “reclaiming up” by evil forces has been suffered by Christ’s Disciples and laborers for centuries. The many atrocities against the Great Sphinx who represented Christ, were perpetrated by the servants
of evil. Napoleon was an esoteric of the negative side, the physical puppet for forces of evil for his time. He knocked the chin and nose off the Sphinx to prove his pledge against Christ who in one life was Kheops whom God told to protect the Positive records by building the Great Pyramid.

During intensive investigations necessary for proving the rights of the greatly maligned One, discovered to be the authentic Mother, the “I DO” Organization found that the negative forces have a well-organized and broad network of barriers set up with many cults and creeds all over the world, naming the reincarnate Mother of this age as a most dangerous “DEMON-strator,” and giving much false information to all under their domination. We have not found any place where they have accounted for why only the most pure of the past “appear” with her, or upon her features. Because they have been afraid their converts would discover the truth, they have warned them against looking upon the face of the reincarnate Mary.

Since the Child was “caught up” the Mother works hard to make better understandings and recruit enough aid to make His return possible. She is ever rejected by others who are claiming one or another of her incarnations, even though they stand on any other face except the One who served humanity in forms which Her loving Father has now arranged to prove for Her in Her manner. At times Michael and Gabriel, the higher plane manifestations of Christ and Mary “appear” with her. Some have reported seeing Christ “appear” through her body to further the proof of her identity. Perhaps some esoterics would be unable to explain this so-called phenomenon, but we have found that there is nothing of this nature which cannot be explained even though she declares that she never knows what her Angel helpers will bring forth when frantically trying to help make understandings which are so necessary for the safe return of Her Child.

If Occultists could be awakened from the deceptions which have been responsible for their failure to recognize the fact that the Masters of Wisdom of the Occult world represented the Archangels at the physical level, and that one of them was “the negatively existent one commonly called the Great Deceiver, Lucifer, Misinformation and misleading records written for that purpose by the deceiver in many incarnations, have been responsible for the ignorance on this subject. In many lives with the evil one and his associates wrote lies about Christ and His Disciples, they also recorded great glories and praise for those who crucified them and deceived their way into positions and honor the others had earned. Each time the Positive teachings were rearranged in keeping with the negative records. Madame Blavatsky and Olcott established the Theosophical Society which was originally intended to help Blavatsky who would incarnate again to present progressive Truth which was known would be necessary to help us meet emergencies we now face. Theosophical Societies, now laboring under deceptions, have failed to assist their reincarnate founder, perhaps because there are so many deceived into believing they have a right to that title, and confusions have become too great to be able to determine the Truth.

May God touch more minds with the understanding of the necessity of helping us support the efforts of the Mother and other reincarnate “Great of the Earth, without whom there would be no life in that day,” as the Bible declared. With sufficient understanding and support “A Little Child to Lead Them” could be returned to the arms of the Mother who waits and works frantically toward that end. “Signs and wonders have appeared in the skies since the time He was “caught up” and will continue to do so until the time when all shall “SEE HIM AS HE IS.” Those who SEE at this time understand that HE is unlimited as to how HE can “appear,” but the usual way is for HIM to “appear” as a Child and go through the changes from a very young Child to an older one and finally as a man with a beard to prove his identity as we have mentioned before. When HE “appears” as Khattab, or Kuthumi, great spiritual leaders of the East who looked like some of the pictures we call Christ, HE is a cognizant of those who have never heard of HIS many incarnations. If there is a doubt as to the identity, the “still small voice of Spirit” gives the assurance.

The Interdenominational Disputation Order spoken of as “I DO” investigate thoroughly before making any statements about their findings. They accept only that which can be proved, enfraply by the same. During the time we were investigating the one we have determined is the reincarnate Mother, we contacted many mediums and asked them to give us a statement of their findings. They were introduced to “our stranger” and given no hints as to what we expected them to find. All gave about the same report, except some SAW more incarnations than others. A student from Pakistan, attending the University of Colorado at the time, offered the following testimony when he heard of the collection of evidence on the case. We offer this testimony because it presents facts in the best possible manner.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: I wish to make this statement for the good of all whom it may help discover something which I consider very important in understandings to make for world peace. Just when I was finishing the Ramazan month fast, a few minutes before the time to break the fast, a lady came to my door. She told me Allah had sent her to me. She said she was sent to explain I had a “calling” to be a “Servant of Allah.” She told me that she had been in this world many times herself.
as a servant and every time there was a special work to be done the chosen servants of Allah were sent into new bodies most acceptable to the people with whom they were to work. She said the Christian Jesus and our prophet Muhammad worked together in many different bodies, both male and female in keeping with the service to be rendered. She said every time either of those two servants came she was right along with them. She told me our Muhammad was a woman in order to give the world Jesus and this time He was back as a woman to produce “A Little Child to Lead Them,” spoken of in the Bible.

As Mrs. L., talked with me I saw her face change to Muhammad, Joan of Arc and George Washington. I then understood she must have been those people in lives before when she was here as a servant of Allah. I understand that many people whom Allah has shown her secret, and I am told He has shown many other faces of Mrs. L. but these are the only ones I have seen myself. I believe a study of Allah’s plan of sending servants many times to many countries could lead to an understanding that the Prophets and Saints of any country could also have been the same of other nations, only in different bodies with different names. This could unite all peoples and religions in an understanding which will do much for world peace. —F. A. C.

Our records show the reincarnate Blavatsky was first located by the wrong people in 1962 when she visited the Theosophical Society at Ojai, California, Illinois, where only mediums, no doubt stationed there for that purpose recognized her and reported their find to the personality in Canada serving as the Lucifer puppet whose servants were not detected by the Theosophical Society who knew nothing about their connections with the great deceiver of this Age. No doubt the great souls who reported finding the reincarnate Mother to their Occult Teacher, did not know they were serving the negative forces in so doing. Immediately the deceptive one left for Adyar, India, where she had great influence. She announced her find to those who understood the importance Blavatsky-Hilarion things of the past were entrusted to her and she returned determined to bribe or force the modern Blavatsky under her control.

From that time on one terrible persecution led to another as the Modern Blavatsky stood her ground against the forces of evil determined to gain control over her for exploitation purposes, or dispose of her if that could not be accomplished. The battles became fierce between the forces of good and evil represented in fleshly forms on earth. “As above so below” there were “wars in heaven” until the situation became so desperate that the intervention of God became a necessity for the protection of The Child; after which time the torment and crucifixion being intensified, karmas of her own making heaped upon the head of the Lucifer puppet, resulting in karmic effects in the form of cancer, blind eyes, diabetes and many other sicknesses which made it impossible for the evil One’s fleshly counterpart to remain on this earth. She knew the deception was that of Kuthumi (Christ) who “appears” with the authentic Mother to prove her identity. After perfecting this form of deception, the evil one worked harder than ever to smear and defame the Mother and make the claims for herself. The confusions have become so great that at present the Occult world, most of whom she dominated at one time or another, have very little chance to know the Truth.

If we were to write of the tortures and limitations which were imposed upon the already heavily weighted shoulders of the modern Mary, by the powerful operator of Black Magic who claimed the title for herself, it would take volumes of explanation to begin an understanding. Her home was forcibly broken and her family absorbed in deceptions. Everything possible was done to limit her financially in an effort to make her accept the fabulous offers made by the negative forces if she would work on their side. She constantly refused and was chased from one place to another for a number of years. Only recently the Interdenominational Divine Order was organized for the express purpose of protecting her and all others of the reincarnate servers who have become victims of evil forces. Our Organization is also pledged to examine all of the New Age problems and progresses being made by any of the 144,000 chosen ones and help whenever help is needed. Because of the emergencies we have mentioned, which are causing great cosmic concern, we cannot urge sincere seekers too strongly to investigate our findings and help in any way possible. The situation has developed into a real crisis because of the illusions projected by malpractices which use hypnotism, dope, incense, gases and perfumes having potencies to affect the thinking of victims whose minds are so handled as to reject the Truth because it doesn’t appear to be as attractive as the opposite with all its framed deceptions.

It is reasonable to believe that the advent will have to be as prophesied, “as a thief in the night.” Truth has too long been patiently dangled before the minds of uninterested mortals while the oppressed are demanding a shock to awaken them. “Behold He stands at the door and knocks,” and is not understood even if heard. The oppressed are crying for relief and the world peace boat rocks with human misunderstandings, injustices and imbalances everywhere.

Those who have suffered the flesh again only to help others are being rejected, persecuted and maligned in this Age. The Cosmos feels the tension and knows the dangers which face humanity if some change is not forthcoming to alert the world to TRUTH as it really is. When even our Spacemen protectors in the flesh are crying for relief, God certainly will respond at the most propitious moment. May “His will be done,” and “all eyes SEE a Little Child to Lead Them.”

ALERTED BE

Angel wings of Holy Beings
Pinion thoughts to Cosmic SEEINGS.
Joyful carols of Those Above
Sing their promises. Peace and Love.
Hasten, rise to greet the sight.
Be ye Wise Men, watch the night.

OUR PRAYER

Oh, Father, forgive us that we have been so slow,
Oh, forgive us, forgive us as we forgive others who did not know.

And help us find more laborers for Thy fields
Who will bear the burdens to gain the yields.
Praise be to His name on high
Whose love we find if we but try.
For grace enough to win
Forgiveness for repentant sin.
Grace of Life and Love of Heaven,
Help all men to know before their own mortal—
Masters all of human fate.
Guardian Angels at the gate,
Gracing earth again for chances
Giving mortal men advances.
Again, again our Guides returned
To share the wisdoms they had earned.
"I DO"
INTERDENOMINATIONAL DIVINE ORDER
(Pledge and Prayer)
We belong only to HIS Divine Order of DOING IN HIS NAME for the welfare of humanity. We are pledged to the God of Love we serve when Chosen to do so.
We accept TRUTH and good wherever we find it and reject only the error we detect.
We pledge to walk in prayer and listen for the “still small voice of Guardian Angels as we wisely “test the spirits” and attune our hearts with HIM for guided service.
In meekness we guard our tongues against words which hurt, bitter retorts to unjust criticism or any speech not in keeping with Divine Order, always striving to follow the Master’s example of the soft answer to turn away wrath.
We offend no one and help the understandings of those who offend us, challenging them only to find Truth through facts. We defend the righteous when unjustly attacked.
Until others enjoy as much as we have we will not use more than enough and will share our abundance with those who may need it.
Until God’s law of justice balances the lives of men, we will pray that with all their getting, they will get understanding of HIS ways.
We will ever pray that all learn to live the U. S. principles of “Malice toward none and charity for all,” that LOVE by osmosis through the veins of evil might convert it into a good life stream.
Until mercy is graced by the wisdom of DOING and injustices are chastened by LOVE, we will strive for men’s understanding of Cosmic Laws governing from ABOVE.

Until men no longer suffer karmas from the debts to Love they owe,
We will pray the Master’s guidance for the paths they choose to go.
Till white robes drape the shoulders of all earthlings’ weary forms,
We pray they accept and cherish Guardian Angels broken by their storms,
We pray to stand until the finish of the work HE has begun,
And to rise to meet The Master when all battles HE has won.
Oh, we pray for World’s withstanding as men recognize the light
Of “A Little Child to Lead Them” as “all Eyes” can SEE the sight.

Finally, Oh, Father of Divine Wisdom, we thank Thee for the advancement in this Age of (the former) “ways past finding out” and which most of the world is now so much in ignorance. We pray for the opening of all eyes to SEE what Wise Men of this Age have already witnessed and try so hard to share, indeed “TRUTH TO MAKE THEM FREE.” Oh, Divine Father of Light strengthen us in our CALLING, we pray to STAND until HE comes and to WITHSTAND until doubters understand. We thank Thee Dear Father for the provisions made so “in that Day” there will be Wise Men to help those who will be “weeping and gnashing” in misunderstandings which will be the only thing to fear. Most of all we pray for HIS COMING to prove the words we speak, “A LITTLE CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM” In His Name, Amen.